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(1) Which of the following uses a handheld operating system?
[A] A supercomputer
[B] A personal computer
[C] A laptop
[D] A PDA
Answer: [D]

(2) Choose the odd one out.
[A] Microcomputer
[B] Minicomputer
[C] Supercomputer
[D] Digital computer
Answer: [D]

(3) If you change Windows 98 to Windows XP, you are actually performing
[A] upstart
[B] upgrade
[C] update
[D] patch
Answer: [B]

(4) Multi-processing means
[A] two or more central processing units within a single computer system
[B] two or more programs running at once
[C] two or more input devices connected to a single computer system
[D] two or more tasks carried out by a single computer system
Answer: [A]

(5) Background of screen is known as
[A] application
[B] window
[C] desktop
[D] frame
Answer: [C]

(6) Which of the following is not an access mode?
[A] Random
[B] Sequential
[C] Continuous
[D] Direct
**Answer : [C]**


(7) ... is not a microcomputer

[A] Desktop computer
[B] Laptop
[C] Tablet PC
[D] Mainframe computer
**Answer : [D]**


(8) .......... is the most important/powerful computer in a typical network.

[A] Desktop
[B] Network client
[C] Network server
[D] Network station
**Answer : [C]**


(9) A device that make copies and reproduces text and images is called

[A] CPU
[B] memory
[C] printer
[D] scanner
**Answer : [C]**


(10) A .... is a large and expensive computer capable of performing scientific and business applications.

[A] supercomputer
[B] mainframe computer
[C] minicomputer
[D] handheld computer
**Answer : [A]**


(11) CPU Stands for

[A] Computer Processing Unit
[B] Central Processing Unit
[C] Computer Protection Unit
[D] Central Processing Upload
**Answer : [B]**

(12) Computer size was very large in
[A] first generation
[B] second generation
[C] third generation
[D] fourth generation
Answer : [A]

(13) FTP stands for
[A] File Transfer Protocol
[B] Fast Text Processing
[C] File Transmission Program
[D] Fast Transmission Processor
Answer : [A]

(14) An electronic meeting system is known as
[A] tele-banking
[B] tele-officing
[C] tele-shopping
[D] tele-conferencing
Answer : [D]

(15) Passwords enables users to
[A] get into the system quickly
[B] make efficient use of time
[C] retain confidentiality of files
[D] simplify file structure
Answer : [C]

(16) Microcomputer hardware consists of three basic categories of physical equipment
[A] keyboard, monitor, hard drive
[B] system unit, input/output, memory
[C] system unit, input/output, secondary storage
[D] system unit, primary storage, secondary storage
Answer : [B]

(17) The vast network of computers that connects millions of people all over the world is called
(18) A(n) ...... device is any device that provides information, which is sent to the CPU.
[A] input  
[B] output  
[C] CPU  
[D] memory  
Answer : [A]

(19) To perform calculation on stored data computer uses ....... number system.
[A] decimal  
[B] hexadecimal  
[C] octal  
[D] binary  
Answer : [D]

(20) Which of the following is/are function of operating system?
[A] User interface  
[B] File system manipulation  
[C] Resource allocation  
[D] All of the above  
Answer : [D]